IT APPEARS YOU HAVE SPLENDID TASTE
Penhaligon’s is perhaps the world’s most esteemed fragrance house, with a rich heritage interlaced
with British history, aristocracy and culture.
Since 1870, the fine perfumers have been entertaining the world’s nostrils with a dose of Britishness
and dazzling scents, and we do not intend on stopping.
Care to take a whiff of what Penhaligon’s has up its sleeve?

BRITISH TALES
The most perfect Penhaligon’s scents. Rifle through Penhaligon’s library
of British Tales and discover the story behind every scent.

BLENHEIM BOUQUET

ORANGE BLOSSOM

QUERCUS

Unboxed, 100ml
95€

Unboxed, 100ml
95€

Unboxed, 100ml
95€

What-ho! As dry and fresh as the best gin – or the

A perfume that captures the honeyed floral

A cologne of some sophistication, named for the

best of British humour. Lemon, black pepper and

haze of orange orchards in bloom. Wearing this Eau de

iconic English oak. Basil and lemon as fresh as a

pine. This Eau de Toilette was first created for the

Toilette is like strolling from a shaded grove into warm

mountain stream, sweet jasmine, and a woody,

Duke of Marlborough, and by jove it shows.

sunshine. Now, where did I put my Panama hat?

mossy depth that brings one happily back to earth.

TRADE ROUTES
Journey to a bygone era of exploration and daring discovery with these exotic
perfumes. Trade Routes is infused with the vast array of decadent ingredients
that arrived into the London docks at the end of the 19th century.

HALFETI

CAIRO

HALFETI CEDAR

Unboxed, 100ml
200€

Unboxed, 100ml
170€

Unboxed, 100ml
190€

So this is love. An intoxicating, mysterious fragrance:

The sun rising over Cairo brings warm saffron spice.

The hills of Halfeti remain unexplored… until now.

vigorous grapefruit, Levantine spice and rose

Soon, all is life. Damascena rose and labdanum

Dried fruits and spice cascade through cedar’s lofty

tangle in the moonlight. But what’s that upon the

bloom above sensual patchouli. This city’s Eau de

canopy into a river of rum, minerals and vanilla. New

riverbank? Could it be the fabled black rose?

Parfum is ancient, but born anew each day.

love takes root in this ambery fragrance.

PORTRAITS
Discover a fragrance family quite unlike any other, where nothing is quite as it
seems. Portraits is a tribute to the good old English spirit: stiff upper lip, caustic
humour, and a knack for provocation.

THE TRAGEDY OF
LORD GEORGE

THE COVETED
DUCHESS ROSE

THE IMPUDENT
COUSIN MATTHEW

THE INGENUE
COUSIN FLORA

Unboxed, 75ml
235€

Unboxed, 75ml
235€

Unboxed, 75ml
235€

Unboxed, 75ml
235€

Do come in, I’m sure we’ve met

Rose’s coy Eau de Parfum conceals

Matthew is never far from trouble –

Wide-eyed innocent Flora has

before... Noble patriarch, paragon

something more sensual – a hint of

the naughty to his sister’s nice.

everyone foxed. Beneath her sweet

of masculine elegance, Lord George

musky wood. Alas, the Duke is off

His Eau de Parfum reveals an

exterior lies a surprisingly strong twist

welcomes with a scent of shaving soap

gallivanting while his sweet young

unexpected pedigree, as fresh,

of mischief. Effusive, ebullient, fresh,

and warming rum. But what secrets

bride aches with desire. Won’t

sparkling mandarin strides gallantly

Flora’s perfume is citrus

hide behind tradition?

someone (anyone) release her?

forth from woody depths.

sip of invigoration.

GIFT SETS
No one forgets a present from Penhaligon’s. Precious, personal and perfectly
perfumed. Find just the thing, nestled amidst a cornucopia of extraordinary gifts,
for men and women of impeccable taste.

THE HALFETI
GIFT SET

THE QUERCUS
GIFT SET

THE BLENHEIM BOUQUET
GIFT SET

100ml Unboxed Eau De Parfum &
300ml Body & Hand Wash

100ml Unboxed Eau De Cologne &
300ml Body & Hand Wash

100ml Unboxed Eau De Toilette &
300ml Body & Hand Wash

210€

114€

114€

An intoxicating fragrance and Body & Hand Wash

A scent as fresh as a mountain stream, with the

The guest of honour must scrub up for a spirited

gift set: vigorous grapefruit, Levantine spice and

woody sophistication of England’s mighty oak.

trip to the Palace. The butler’s serving a cocktail

rose tangle in the moonlight. But what’s that upon

The refreshing shade of an Eau de Cologne

of lemon, black pepper and pine in this Eau de

the riverbank? Could it be the fabled black rose?

and Body & Hand Wash gift set.

Toilette and Body & Hand Wash gift set.

DIG YOUR NOSE INTO AN ARRAY OF PENHALIGON’S
WARES AT KILDARE OUTLET.

